
Introduction

-I want to thank all the speakers of the session to have accepted to present their 
activities.

-8 presentations 

-Not an exhaustive list there is many others : 
polymer Lab , composite Lab , electrical services , IT etc...etc..

-The facilities/workshops are important at CERN, in 1996 the period of the first GEMs 
these workshops were grouped , the mass was enough to create a department.

Remember that there’s only 5 mains technical departments at CERN.

-Workshops are playing a key role at CERN in keeping knowledge and knowhow on many 
technologies.

-Surely an important ingredient for success. 
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- 8 presentations

-Electronics service → Raphael Berberat
-Electronics assembly workshop → Sylvain Kaufmann
-”Atelier principal” → Jorge Guardia Valenzuela
-Surface treatment → Mauro Taborelli
-Thin film Coatings → Mauro Taborelli
-Chemicals and surface analysis → Marcel Himmerlich
-EP thin film & glass service → Thomas Schneider
-Materials engineering and inspection facilities → Stefano Sgobba
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-To finish my introduction I will cite my first group leader, 
He was always using nice metaphors to explain how important are the workshops.

“The roman empire started to decline when they started to subcontract the 
organization of their legions”
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